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Bienvenues-Bâtard-Montrachet
grand cru; 3.69 ha

“It can sometimes be rather weak and feeble”

Clive Coates MW

The bottom right hand corner of Bâtard-Montrachet (which is actually the North-East corner) is
the Grand Cru of Bienvenues-Bâtard-Montrachet. It shares borders with Pucelles (1er Cru) and Les
Enseigneres (Village), and some of the producers that own vines in this site are literally a stone’s
throw from these lesser vineyards.
Leﬂaive, the largest owner, always price the Bienvenues a good deal cheaper than the Bâtard, and
despite their old vines in the best part of the vineyard, there is seldom the deﬁnition or purity
that is found in its more illustrious neighbour.

Meursault ‘Perrières’
1er cru; 13.72 ha

“At its best it is positively brilliant, certainly comparable to Bienvenues or Bâtard.”
Clive Coates MW
Commonly recognised as the ﬁnest of Meursault’s 1er crus, Perrières is right on the border with
Puligny-Montrachet and includes the Clos-des-Perrières, which the Grivault family have sought
for years to have promoted to Grand Cru status. In fact it is the wines of Coche-Dury, Guy Roulot
and Dominique Lafon that have established this vineyard’s modern day reputation.
The vineyard is divided into a number of sections, and it is the ‘Dessous’ section that is considered
to yield the ﬁnest wines (although Coche-Dury has his vines in the upper part of the site). The
wines are the steeliest and most mineral of the Meursault 1er crus.

Bonnes-Mares

grand cru; 15.06 ha (1.52 ha in morey-st-denis)
Bonnes-Mares is one of the few Grand Crus that ‘straddle’ more than one commune and the wines
from many producers on the Chambolle-Musigny side are irrefutably of Grand Cru quality (Roumier, De Vogüé, Mugnier to name only three). It is the 1.52 hectares in Morey-St-Denis that have
caused debate for many years and the terroir between the two sections is very different indeed,
resulting in the more chunky, masculine nature of the wines from the Morey side.
This section of the vineyard was previously owned in its entirety by Domaine Clair-Dau, but since
the break-up in the ‘80s it has been divided between Fougeray de Beauclair and, since 2006, Bruno
Clair (with 1/3 sold to Jadot until ‘95).
Another section of the vineyard was incorporated into Clos-de-Tart in 1965.

Chambolle-Musigny ‘Les Amoureuses’
1er cru; 5.40 ha

“Regarded by most as the equal of a Grand Cru.”

Clive Coates MW

Located just underneath the great Grand Cru of Le Musigny, the 1er Cru of Les Amoureuses
(or ‘The Lovers’) is considered to be one of Burgundy’s ﬁnest vineyards and the prices that
these wines fetch is a reﬂection of this reputation. Silky smooth and with an elegant yet
intense perfume, the wines from the upper section of the vineyard are, with Musigny itself,
the epitome of Chambolle-Musigny.
Robert Grofﬁer is the largest owner, and it is considered by many to be the best wine chez
Grofﬁer, while De Vogüé (who own a miniscule 0.56ha across the road from Musigny) price
their Amoureuses higher than their Bonnes-Mares.
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Charmes-Chambertin
grand cru; 30.83 ha

“All in all, this is the least exciting of the Grand Crus.”

Clive Coates MW

This large Grand Cru is in fact two Grands Crus - as wines from Charmes and the neighbouring Mazoyeres-Chambertin can both be labelled as Charmes. The difﬁcult name of Mazoyeres has led to almost all producers using
Charmes, except for those cases (like Camus and Taupenot-Merme) where a domaine owns parcels of vines in
both sites.
It is rare to ﬁnd a vineyard of Grand Cru quality that runs all the way down to the RN74, but part of the Mazoyeres
section does, while much of Charmes borders the village vineyard of Champs-Chenys. It is for this reason that
there is a lot of sub-standard Charmes around although many esteemed growers (including Armand Rousseau)
have vines in the difﬁcult lower sections.

Gevrey-Chambertin ‘Clos St Jacques’
1er cru; 6.70 ha

“Head and shoulders above all other Gevrey 1er Crus.”

Clive Coates MW

This wonderful vineyard is perhaps the ﬁrst name that springs to mind when discussing the idea
of promoting a 1er Cru to Grand Cru status. The site is at the same elevation as Chambertin with
similar soil composition and the resulting wines can be some of Burgundy’s very best. When the
AOC authorities were formalising the rankings during the 1930s they decided that only vineyards
that shared a border with Chambertin could be called Grand Cru, leaving Clos St Jacques out in
the cold up on the Combe de Lavaux.
Since it was broken up and sold by the Comte de Moucheron in 1954 the ﬁve owners have consistently produced spectacular wines - in particular those of Armand Rousseau.

La Grand Rue
grand cru; 1.65ha

“It is a sad state of affairs, let us hope for an improvement.”

Clive Coates MW

With La Tâche, Romanée-St-Vivant and Romanée-Conti for neighbours, it is a wonder that La
Grand Rue was never classiﬁed as a Grand Cru back in the 30s - in fact it had to wait until 1992
to be elevated above its original position of 1er Cru. It appears that the Lamarche family (owners
of the entire vineyard) were not insistent enough at the time, and certainly not able enough to
produce wines that would highlight the mistake.
Big improvements have been made here in the last decade, but with this being the latest site to
be elevated and a perennial underperformer, it is perhaps the most appropriate Grand Cru site to
be comparing with some of Vosne’s star 1er Crus.

Vosne-Romanée ‘Aux Malconsorts’
1er cru; 5.40 ha

“One of the very best of all in a village where almost every vineyard is especially
gifted.”
Allen Meadows (Burghound)
Sandwiched in between the border with Nuits-St-Georges and the great Grand Cru of La
Tâche is Malconsorts, a 1er Cru site with the same terroir as its more illustrious neighbour
and a reputation that is gathering pace every vintage thanks to the spectacular wines of Sylvain Cathiard. Now that De Montille and Dujac have purchased vines (thanks to the breakup of Domaine Thomas Moillard) this site will only become more prestigious in time.
The vineyard was one of the latest in the village to be planted (1610), and the story goes
that the yound upstart was considered to be a ‘Malconsort’ to all the sublime terroir in
the vicinity.
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Clos Vougeot
grand cru; 50.59ha

“Is the wine from the lower, ﬂatter slope inferior? In practice as well as in principle, yes.”
Clive Coates MW
The biggest Grand Cru of the Cote de Nuits is also its most keenly debated, as the wines vary in quality like
no other vineyard in Burgundy.
Vines have been planted here for almost 1000 years, and even the monks of the Abbey of Cluny were wise
enough to spot the difference in quality between the upper, middle and lower sectors of the vineyard. When
the INAO set up the AOC back in the ‘30s they granted to entire vineyard Grand Cru status, despite the fact
that just over the wall in Vosne-Romanée the neighbouring land gets no more than a village classiﬁcation.
Some of the domaines that have vines in the upper section of the vineyard are producing excellent Grand Cru
wine - the critics and their criticisms are focused on the difﬁcult terroir down by the RN74.

Vosne-Romanée ‘Cros Parantoux’
1er cru; 1.01 ha

“This wine is of Grand Cru standard, and ﬁrst-division Grand Cru at that.”
Clive Coates MW
This amazing vineyard plot (signiﬁed by a 9 on the map) and the stunning wines it produces is
thanks to one man - the late, great Henri Jayer.
After phylloxera ravaged Burgundy’s vineyards in the 19th century, none of the owners of this 1ha
vineyard wanted to spend the money replanting what was a site with a very poor reputation. The
young Jayer (who was producing wines from neighbouring Richebourg) set about buying the different parcels, which were by then planted with vegetables or overgrown with weeds and in the
following decades turned Parantoux into the most sought after wine in the world.
Today the vines are split (roughly 70/30) between Jayer’s nephew Emmanuel Rouget and his former
employer Meo-Camuzet.
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Domaine Jean-Claude Bachelet (St Aubin)
Jean-Claude is only a distant relative of Burgundy’s other winemaking Bachelets, including the Domaine Bachelet-Ramonet in Chassagne and Denis Bachelet up in Gevrey.
While most of JC’s vines are in Chassagne and St Aubin, the jewel in his crown is a 0.9ha plot of Grand
Cru Bienvenues-Bâtard-Montrachet. This wine sees slightly more new oak than the others, although
the style here is restrained and elegant so the total of new barrels in the cellar rarely exceeds 10%.
This evening we will be tasting his Bienvenues-Bâtard-Montrachet from the stellar 1999 vintage.
Comte Lafon (Meursault)
As white wine producers go, it doesn’t get much better than the doyen of Meursault – Domaine Comte Lafon.
Having said that, they are no slouches with Pinot Noir, crafting a wonderful example from their Santenotsdu-Milieu vineyard.
Dominique Lafon is the man in charge and whereas in the past many of the domaine’s holdings were leased
out to other producers, nowadays it is all cultivated and bottled by Lafon and the estate is fully biodynamic.
Their entire range of white wines are fantastic, with their top Meursault and Pulignys being as profound as
they are delicious.
Lafon’s stunning Meursault 1er Cru ‘Perrières’ comes from two parcels (the majority of which was planted in
1955) in the dessous section of the vineyard, and will be tasted tonight from 1999.
Domaine Fougeray de Beauclair (Marsannay)
The break-up of the Clair-Daü estate in 1986 created Domaine Bruno-Clair and Domaine Fougeray de
Beauclair. Much of the land farmed by Jean-Louis Fougeray is leased from other landowners, although
this has been supplemented by a growing portfolio of vineyard acquisitions.
They took a long term lease on the Morey section of Bonnes-Mares from Bernard Clair, on the proviso
that they a)honour an agreement with Louis Jadot to sell them 1/3 of the annual crop (this expired
in 2005) and b) they give back 0.4ha of the vineyard to the Clair family after Bernard’s death (this
happened in 2006). In the long term the entire parcel will return to Bruno Clair.
Tonight we will taste Fougeray’s 2003 Bonnes-Mares.
Domaine Domaine Comte Georges de Vogüé (Chambolle-Musigny)
This domaine would unquestionably be a leading contender for the crown of Burgundy’s most prestigious
domaine, with an illustrious history that dates back to the middle ages.
Today, the Domaine Comte Georges de Vogüé is often referred to as the Domaine de Musigny as they own
70% of this wonderful Grand Cru (including all of the lieu-dit ‘Les Petits Musigny’). In addition to this they
own signiﬁcant holdings in Chambolle-Musigny’s other two superstar vineyards – ‘Bonnes-Mares’ and ‘Les
Amoureuses’, producing stunning wines from their entire estate.
It is the nigh-on impossible to ﬁnd ‘Les Amoureuses’ that we have the pleasure of tasting tonight, from
the 2003 vintage.
Domaine Charlopin-Parizot (Gevrey-Chambertin)
Phillipe Charlopin inherited a small domaine from his father Andre, and set about expanding his holdings and the family’s reputation as soon as he took over in the mid-80s.
There is a famous story that he took the best wine of his ﬁrst vintage to Henri Jayer and asked for
his thoughts - “good, but too many stems” was the response. Charlopin viniﬁed with less stems the
following year and went back to see Jayer - “Better, but still too many stems” said the guru. After a
few more years of this, Charlopin decided to dispense with the stems altogether and ﬁnally produced
a wine that met with Jayer’s approval - “Now you have learned how to make great wine!”.
Tonight we will taste his 2000 Charmes-Chambertin, which comes from a parcel in Mazoyeres right
down at the bottom of the vineyard by the road.
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Domaine Armand Rousseau (Gevrey-Chambertin)
If Burgundy has a small number of domaines that can be considered ‘royalty’, then Domaine Armand Rousseau
is most certainly one of them. Gevrey-Chambertin’s most prestigious producer is the owner of prime plots in
many of the grand cru and 1er cru vineyards, and their Chambertin, Clos de Bèze, Ruchottes and Clos St Jacques
are considered the benchmarks for their respective appellations.
Rousseau’s Clos St Jacques is the wine that keeps commentators calling for a re-evaluation of the original classiﬁcation - in the Rousseau cellars it is presented to taste after the Grand Crus from Charmes and Ruchottes.
This evening we will taste the 2000 vintage.
Domaine Lamarche (Vosne-Romanée)
Domaine Lamarche is the lucky owner of that rare thing, a ‘monopole’ (single owner) Grand Cru.
While it is Vosne-Romanée’s ‘La Grande Rue’ that Lamarche is most famous for, there are plenty of
other gems in their 10 hectares of land to excite fans of silky, perfumed and elegant Pinot Noirs.
The domaine was founded in 1797 and the present incumbent, François Lamarche, took over from his
father Henri in 1985. Unfortunately Henri never lived to see the promotion of ‘La Grande Rue’ to the
status of Grand Cru, an accolade it was afforded in 1992.
The ripe 2000 vintage makes excellent drinking right now for many of the top appellations, and is
from this year that we will taste ‘La Grand Rue’.
Domaine Sylvain Cathiard (Vosne-Romanée)
Cathiard is a name that has shot to prominence over the last 15 years, after he left his father to
set up his own domaine in the early 90s. Since then, his father’s vineyards have come under his
ownership (he now has a total of 4ha) and the reputation of Cathiard’s wines has headed into the
stratosphere.
He has been credited with restoring the rightful reputation of the Vose-Romanée 1er Cru vineyard
of ‘Malconsorts’, and this is the wine that we will be tasting tonight from the ripe and forward 2000
vintage.
Maison Louis Jadot (Beaune)
The Jadot name (founded back in 1859) is one of Burgundy’s most famous, and as one of the ‘big
ﬁve’ negocients Jadot has spread the names of Burgundy’s famous appellations to every corner of
the world.
In addition to their ‘Maison’ activities, Jadot are also signiﬁcant land owners in their own right (over
60ha under vine) and one of the largest in the Clos Vougeot where they have two plots - both in
the lower section down by the RN74. We will taste their Clos Vougeot this evening, from the superb
1995 vintage.
Domaine Meo-Camuzet (Vosne-Romanée)
Until 1983 the Meo-Camuzet domaine was largely unknown, as the wines were sold off in bulk to the
negocients and the vines were looked after by ‘metayers’ - sharecroppers that would keep half of the
produce for themselves.
One of these was Henri Jayer, who looked after some of their Vosne and Nuits-St-Georges vineyard
portfolio, which included a curious vineyard at the top of Richebourg that was overgrown and out of
commission. After buying the other plots for himself, Jayer transformed the site into one of the best
in Burgundy and today’s Domaine Meo-Camuzet continue to make the wine in the tradition that the
great man established. This evening we will taste the 1995 vintage of Cros Parantoux.

